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ABSTRACT

This paper describes new interaction techniques for direct
pen-based interaction on the Interactive Mural, a large
(6’x3.5’) high resolution (64 dpi) display. They have been
tested in a digital brainstorming tool that has been used by
groups of professional product designers. Our “interactive
wall” metaphor for interaction has been guided by several
goals: to support both free-hand sketching and high-resolution materials, such as images, 3D models and GUI application windows; to present a visual appearance that does not
clutter the content with control devices; and to support fluid
interaction, which minimizes the amount of attention
demanded and interruption due to the mechanics of the
interface. We have adapted and extended techniques that
were developed for electronic whiteboards and generalized
the use of the FlowMenu to execute a wide variety of
actions in a single pen stroke. While this techniques were
designed for a brainstorming tool, they are very general and
can be used in a wide variety of application domains using
interactive surfaces.
CR Categories: H.5.2 User Interfaces - Graphical user
interfaces, Input devices and strategies, Interaction styles,
Windowing systems; I.3.6 [Graphics] Methodology and
Techniques - Interaction techniques;

Figure 1: This design studio at IDEO illustrates the use of
physical walls for displaying and working with large quantities of information. Note the diversity of information
posted on the wall, from sketches to photographs to PostIt notes, and the abundance of printouts of digital media
(courtesy of IDEO)
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1. MOTIVATION

or by applying Post-Ittm notes. As a project evolves, it is
easy to rearrange the contents of the walls, regrouping and
replacing items as needed. For these reasons, walls are the
primary medium used during brainstorming, where ease of
use and flexibility are at a premium.

When people work collaboratively with a large collection of
information, they often put it on a wall, where it is easy to
view, annotate, and organize. In professional design settings, a project often has a dedicated room where related
materials are spread out on every available surface. Drawings, photographs, diagrams, printed text, charts, spreadsheets, even bits of real objects can all be stuck on the wall.
People can rearrange, annotate, and refine the collection to
analyze it, create a design, or solve a problem (figure 1).

But a physical wall has limitations. Digital information
needs to be printed out to be posted, and then it can't easily
be updated. While designers like to use simple technologies
such as scribbling and posting notes during the idea generation phase, they dread the post-brainstorm phase where
ideas have to be sorted out, transcribed and archived. Handwritten materials are difficult to transfer after a meeting to
any kind of permanent storage, and even more so to searchable digital archives.

Technology to stick stuff on physical walls is well developed. Papers can be annotated by writing directly on them,

Until recently, limitations of computer display screens have
put the “stick it on the wall” approach out of reach for digital information. The advent of large, high-resolution displays is now making it possible to leverage this simple yet
powerful metaphor. As computer displays move beyond the
desktop to become commonplace on the walls around us,
we have the opportunity to create new and better ways of
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Figure 2: On this interactive wall, users can work with high resolution images, application windows, hand drawn material and
information structures such as lists (upper right). The pen is used for all interactions including sketches and annotations
directly on graphical objects or on transparent overlapping sheets.
2. BASIC DESIGN GOALS

interacting with a wide variety of information and applications. It is not enough to simply move existing GUI interfaces onto larger displays. Walls afford different kinds of
interactions than workstations for several key reasons: The
large visual display area can be used to work with large
quantities of simultaneously visible material; interaction is
directly on the screen with a pen-like device or touch, rather
than with a keyboard and an indirect pointing device; and
people often work in groups at a wall together, interleaving
social and computer interactions.

The design of the interactive wall was shaped by the nature
of its use: users engage in up-close (arms length) direct
interaction with complex visual materials in a setting of
real-time multi-person collaboration. This led to three primary design goals:
•

We have developed an “interactive wall” interaction metaphor, in which hand-drawn marks, running applications, 3D
visualizations, information structures, and images can be
“stuck on the wall” and manipulated with a pen. This metaphor bridges the gap between the casual use of a whiteboard
and the more rigid but more powerful data manipulation of a
desktop (figure 2).
•

We have tested our wall-interaction design with several professional product design groups engaged in brainstorming
tasks. Their needs and critiques motivated many aspects of
our design. We chose brainstorming as our driving example
because it provides a strong test for the fluidity of interaction. Successful design brainstorming depends on unhampered dynamic social interaction and the easy intermixing of
different media. We believe that our solutions are general
enough to be applied to many other application domains,
ranging from radiology to construction planning and management, and are working with groups in those and other
domains.
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High Resolution. An interactive wall needs to be able to
display large quantities of materials that include images
and application windows at an appropriate resolution for
a user standing at the board (a resolution comparable to
workstation monitors). To provide a smooth wall-like
environment, it needs to be a flat, continuous surface,
not interrupted by physical seams. In the future, large,
high-resolution flat panels will become available. For
our experiments we made use of a 6' by 3.5' tiled backprojection display with 64 dpi resolution, which we call
the Interactive Mural (see section 5 for implementation
description).
Clean Screen. There is a striking difference between the
visual look of a paper-based project wall and a standard
GUI screen. The GUI intersperses the user's content
with a profusion of visual “widgets” for control: window
boundaries, title bars, scroll bars, tool bars, icon trays,
view selection buttons, and many more. A whiteboard or
project wall, on the other hand, provides a uniform blank
surface whose content is the user's marks or posted
pieces of paper. To capture the feel of a wall we want to
reserve the visual space for content, with an absolute
minimum of visual distraction associated with interaction mechanics. We organize our display as an arbitrary
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Figure 3: The sequence of actions that apply a population attribute to the sheet “San Francisco”: The parameter/value pair
is written on the board (a); FlowMenu is invoked and “item... → Attribute” chosen. Handwriting recognition is performed
in the background (b); Continuing the pen motion, the sheet is dragged and dropped onto the target (c); the attribute for the
target sheet is updated (d). (insets added for clarity)

some, and few people have been able to use it effectively.
Therefore, we have augmented it with a technique we call
“Flow and Go,” which combines handwritten character input
with FlowMenu selection and object motion.

collection of opaque and translucent “sheets,” which can
be created, drawn on, and moved independently. Sheets
have only content on them, without visual affordances
for actions.
• Fluid Interaction. Along with the visual clutter of GUI
interfaces, there are continual interruptions to the flow
of activity. Dialog boxes pop up, windows and tools are
selected, object handles of various kinds appear and are
grabbed, and so on. To some degree this is inevitable to
provide complex functionality. The traditional workstation GUI is oriented toward facilitating the speed of
highly differentiated actions done by experienced users
whose attention focus is entirely on the current computer
activity. But users of a wall display are often engaged in
simultaneous conversation with people in the room, so
their focus on the board is episodic. They do not have
the additional cognitive capacity to cope with complex
state differences, or have a high tolerance for having
their attention distracted to the interaction with the board
instead of with the people.
An interactive wall interface needs to provide more functionality than a whiteboard, but this need not call for widgets, modes, dialogs, and the other apparatus of complex
interaction.

Since we are dealing with an information wall, not a whiteboard, it is necessary to provide for text parameters to commands. In the simplest case, we need a name to call up
images, models, or connections to remote computers. More
complex cases insert parameters into existing content. Our
current application for brainstorming supports several operations that require such parameters. We expect this list to be
expanded as new applications are developed:
•

Posting new computational objects. To bring up a new
application desktop, a JPEG image, or a 3D model, the
user names the object and indicates the type of sheet to
create.
• Entering text into running applications. When an
application desktop is displayed as a sheet on the wall,
the user can interact with it using the pen (which is interpreted as left-button mouse positioning) and with handwritten text replacing keyboard entry.
• Attribute specification. Any sheet can be assigned arbitrary attributes with their associated values using handwritten text present on the board. These are used for
ordering in containers (such as scatterplots) and for
recording information for later use (e.g., votes on alternatives).
• Container parameters. Some information structures,
such as graphs, have alphanumeric parameters, such as
labels and ranges on axes need to be modified during the
meeting.
We do not want wall-interaction to require a physical keyboard, and virtual on-screen keyboards are disruptive and
hard to use. We wanted to combine the immediacy of handwritten text entry with the FlowMenu in a way that avoided
the interposition of dialog boxes and prompts, which hinder
fluid interaction. Flow and Go combine FlowMenu and Drag
and Drop to create a convenient way to provide text and
other complex parameters.

3. DESIGN PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

The design goals of Section 2 have implications for all
aspects of the interface. This section describes some new
interaction techniques that were developed to achieve the
goals in our three primary areas.
3.1 Flow and Go

Our system use FlowMenu [8] as the main command mechanism. The FlowMenu provides a clean partitioning
between command and content creation: Press the meta-button on the top of the pen to invoke the pop-up FlowMenu,
and in a single stroke select a command, specify a character
-string parameter and perform a direct manipulation task.
Tests with users have shown that the basic FlowMenu action
(select and continue moving) provides an easily learnable
and fluid affordance for commands in which the parameters
are determined by the sheet where the menu is initiated and
by a physical path after menu choice (e.g., for moving a
sheet). It also works well for built in parameter sets (e.g., a
menu-based set of zoom factors) and simple numeric
parameters. However, entering long text strings using the
QuikWriting [29] capabilities in FlowMenu proved cumber-

The user starts by writing a parameter in an open area,
which creates a new sheet containing the text. By default the
system, applies handwriting recognition to all strokes
(details in section 4.1). The recognized text forms the
parameter. Then, the user activates a FlowMenu over that
text sheet and selects a command. In the simple case, such
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as calling up an image, the text sheet is replaced with the
new content and attached to the cursor for easy positioning.

25%

If the text is a set of parameters to be inserted, such as an
attribute definition, issuing the FlowMenu command
attaches the text sheet to the cursor, where it can be
smoothly dragged and dropped onto the target. The text
sheet vanishes, and the parameters are applied to the underlying item.
Although this sequence is a bit awkward to describe, it has a
very natural feel. You write the entry, choose what to do
with it and, as needed, drag and drop it where it belongs.
There are two separated operations (writing the text and
then applying it), but they do not involve a modal state like
a dialog box. The entered text is just another sheet on the
screen and can be used at any time as part of a command.

100%

Figure 4: In addition to scalling individual sheets, ZoomScape gradually deforms the geometry of a group of
sheets as they are moved from a 100% (bellow thick
line) to a 25% area (above thin line) through a transition
area. The light boxes show where the sheets would be in
the “reference geometry” that is used to calculate the
deformation (see text). The dot represent the cursor

A simple syntax is used for multi-parameter commands. For
example, to set the attribute “population” of “746” (indicating thousands) to the sheet containing the name “San Francisco,” the user writes “population 746” as shown in
figure 3a). He then uses the FlowMenu on it to select the
command “Attribute” (figure 3b) and drags it onto target
sheet (figure 3c). The attribute tag updates accordingly
(figure 3d).

tortion free metaphor. To implement a ZoomScape appropriately, we must address the following problems:
•

A sheet is not a point, but covers a rectangular area.
From what point should the scale factor be taken? What
happens when large items are positioned such that they
overlap several scaling regions?
• In moving collections of sheets as a group, how and
when do individual members of the group scale to maintain a smooth and invertible transition?
• The motion of a sheet across a scaling boundary can create an abrupt jump in scale, which is disconcerting to the
user.
Through an iterative series of prototypes, we developed
solutions and guidelines to these problems. The resulting
implementation has a smooth, natural feel and is one of the
most popular parts of our design.

3.2 ZoomScapes

It is hard for any electronic display to compete with a real
wall in the quantity of information that can be posted. Until
we have large, high-resolution “wallpaper” displays, we can
expect computer-based displays of feasible cost to be
smaller than a wall, and visibly lower resolution than what
can be printed on paper. The trade-off, of course, is that a
computer can dynamically reallocate visual space, scale,
summarize, and do other operations that make a smaller
space more effective.
In keeping with a wall metaphor, the overall display consists
of a collection of opaque or translucent rectangular
“sheets,” which can be individually created, deleted, moved,
and scaled, and which can overlap on the screen. They can
contain ink marks, images, active applications, and 3D
models. Each sheet can be individually scaled to an arbitrary size using numeric parameters applied via the FlowMenu.

The most natural scale point for moving single objects is the
cursor point rather than some standard point on the image
(e.g., its center). This point is directly associated with the
user's hand, and therefore with the cognitive sense of where
the object is being moved. Therefore, the scale of an object
is not determined by its position alone, but is also a function
of the action that moved it. This means that the way objects
that straddle a boundary scale depends on how they were
positioned. Somewhat to our surprise, users find this a feature. Large objects can be positioned in the thumbnail
region at the top of the screen such that they hang into the
main part of the display, effectively increasing the size of
the scaling region. Conversely, a large object positioned in
the main part of the display can fill the entire board, overlapping the scaling region without being reduced.

In addition, we have created a general, location-based scaling mechanism we call ZoomScapes, which allows us to
scale items by simply moving them into the appropriate
region. This is similar to the automatic scaling at the edges
of the display provided by Flatland [22, 23], but has been
implemented as a general transformation that can be flexibly mapped to the surface of a display. We have also
explored the implications of moving large objects and collections of objects across such a landscape, and have developed algorithms for creating a smooth and natural behavior.

Moving a selected group of sheets into a scaling region is
more complex than positioning a single sheet. For single
sheets, it is sufficient to scale the entire sheet as the cursor
passes into a scaling region. For groups of sheets, however,
this can cause problems. Consider a group of sheets that
cover a large area. If the entire group is treated as a single
large object, members of the group may disappear off the

A ZoomScape is a surface on which each point has an associated scaling value. As sheets are moved around on this
surface, their size changes according to their location.
Sheets are always active so unlike [15] we opted for a dis-
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screen. They are simply moved and the scaling follows naturally.

edge of the board before scaling is applied, then abruptly
jump back in again as the cursor passes into the scaling
region. If the user stops without crossing into the scaling
region, sheets can be left in the region (or off the edge of the
screen) without scaling, an unexpected result.

4. OVERALL DESIGN

In order to provide users with the experience of interacting
with a wall of information, we needed a coherent overall
design that encompassed the creation, incorporation and
manipulation of visual materials. In addition to the new
techniques described in Section 3, we have addressed many
other aspects of interaction, each with the goals of keeping
the screen clean and the interaction fluid.

To solve this, we separately manage the scale of individual
elements and the group geometry, defined as the set of vectors between the dragging point and the center of each sheet
in the group. Each sheet in the group scales about its center
as it passes into the scaling region. The distance between the
sheet and the cursor is also scaled, smoothly distorting the
group geometry as it passes through the scaling region
(figure 4).

4.1 Stroke interpretation

A user can draw a stroke with a pen for several different
purposes (We define “stroke” as putting the tip of the pen on
the board, moving it through any path, and then lifting it).
Using our system, the user can invoke the FlowMenu anywhere on the surface, by pressing the meta-button located
on the top of the pen. The effect of the resulting command
stroke will depend of the menu selected. The effect of button-up strokes depends on the front most sheet at the point
where the stroke begins. In an active application window, a
stroke is like a left-button mouse click or drag. On a 3D
object, it rotates the object. On any 2D graphical object (bitmap graphics as well as hand-drawn) the stroke creates a
mark of digital ink. As in FlatLand, our system automatically merges 2D graphical objects linked by a stroke. This
feature make it easy to create the equivalent of a mixed
media collage. If a stroke begins on the wall background,
the result depends on its overall path. If its bounding box
intersects an existing 2D graphical object sheet, it is interpreted as a mark on that sheet, and the sheet is extended to
cover it. Otherwise a new drawing sheet is created and the
stroke creates a mark on it. As in Flatland, the bounding box
for a collection of marks extends slightly to the right and
downward from the geometrical bounding rectangle, so that
subsequent strokes intended as handwriting will be merged
with the previous ones.

The implementation for the group distortion is as follows:
For each vector AO from the initial drag anchor point A to
a sheet center O, we compute its direction u and Lref its “reference length”, which is the integral over AO of the shrinking factor shrink(x,y) (the inverse of the scale factor at that
point:
L ref =

∫

shrink(t) dt

AO

Lref can be thought of as the length that would result if the
entire vector were in a unit-scale region. As the anchor point
is moved, the location of the center of each sheet is adjusted
to keep the direction u of the vector and the reference length
Lref constant. At each move, we calculate the distance that
will preserve the value of the integral, using Newton’s
approximation method. The scale factor for the sheet itself
is determined by the resulting location of its center point.
This approach is very general and can accommodate various
ZoomScape geometries, including those with non-rectangular regions and non-linear ramp functions.
ZoomScape configurations that use continuous scaling
changes (e.g., small at the edges, large in the center) or provide ramps between areas of different scaling create smooth
scaling motion. We found that in general it is better to have
several uniform regions rather than a continuous change, so
that small motions within a region do not cause unintended
scale change. For our experiments on brainstorming, the
screen is divided into two uniform areas with a small ramp
area between them. Sheets moved into the top 1/5 are automatically scaled to 1/4 of their size while objects on the
lower part of the screen are full size. Users seem to find it
natural to push less-used data to the top of the board, where
it remains visible throughout the room.

The net effect of context-dependent stroke interpretation is
that the most common operations on all the types of materials can be done by using the pen directly without issuing
commands or using special affordance areas.
Mark strokes are sent to the Calligrapher character recognizer [27] each time the user pauses. The ink is not modified
or removed and recognition does not interfere with further
interaction. The recognized text appears as it is computed in
the lower left corner of the sheet. A dictionary is used, and
in practice the recognition has been surprisingly robust. In
order to avoid meaningless attempts to interpret drawings as
character data, simple heuristics are applied to turn off recognition when the stroke geometry is not text-like. If
desired, the user can use the FlowMenu to specifically initiate a drawing sheet that it is not to be recognized as text,
but since the character recognition is non-intrusive, users
generally do not bother to do this.

Although the interaction of ZoomScapes with containers
and groups required experimentation and is complex to
describe, the experience in using it is that things simply
move “where they should”. We have learned that as long as
automatic scaling activities are controlled in a smooth
monotonic way by the user's motions and are continually
visible, the underlying algorithms are not directly perceived
by the user, and the changes feel natural. In general, the
experience of using the ZoomScape involves no explicit
planning or action formulation is to manage items on the

4.2 Image origination

Whiteboard-like content (hand-drawn sketches and handwriting) is generated with strokes as described in the previ-
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acts on that element as it would irrespective of the container.
Each container type has a distinct visual look that includes a
“background” area in which menu commands can be
applied to the container as a whole.

ous section. Non-stroke content can be added to the wall
through a number of channels:
•

•

•

•

•

The wall display is one element in a room that incorporates multiple devices, including other large screens and
a wireless network of laptops and PDAs. Any of these
devices can run a small applet onto which the URL for
an image file can be drag-and-dropped, causing a sheet
with the image to appear on the wall.
A digital camera (Ricoh RDC-7) mounted on the ceiling
above a table can be used to create an image of any
paper document or small objects laid on the table. The
field of view is 21”x15” with a resolution of approximately 100 dpi. Two physical crop marks are positioned
on the corners of the area of interest within the view
field. The scanner is triggered through a FlowMenu
command at the wall, or through other devices in the
room. When a scan is triggered, a place-holder sheet for
the image appears immediately on the wall, and can be
annotated, moved, and otherwise manipulated during the
time it takes for the image to be captured and transmitted
(which can be ten seconds or more with the current
equipment). Although in many ways this is equivalent to
a flatbed scanner, the direct imaging from the tabletop
has proved to be particularly appealing to designers.
Using a FlowMenu item and naming any computer on
the network that is running a VNC server [32], the wall
can display a live image of its desktop. The pen operates
as a pointing device (with left-button down) when it is
touched within the sheet, and text input is entered into
the remote desktop using Flow and Go.
FlowMenu commands for new 2D and 3D objects
accept a text parameter and render the corresponding
object in a new sheet. The parameter can be a short
name, which is interpreted as an entry in a local database.
Finally, the FlowMenu provides a snapshot command
that enables the user to select (by corner dragging) a
rectangular region of 2D images, stroke sheets, and
VNC sheets, and create a snapshot of it. This makes it
easy to use VNC to browse or generate information of
interest, and then stick results on the wall.

When a container such as a list is moved to a different scale
area in the ZoomScape, all of the items are correspondingly
scaled together, even though they may individually be in
different ZoomScape regions. For example placing the top
of the vertical list in the scaled down area at the top of the
screen will scale the list one fourth and let the list flow
downward in effect extending the scaled down area. Since
the list is still active, the user can drop or remove items from
it. At first this seemed like an unintended effect, but in practice it has turned out to be both comprehensible and useful,
extending the benefit of the ZoomScape to produce compacted material that can cover more of the board area.
In addition to lists, we have implemented a “scatterplot”
container: a 2-dimensional graph onto which sheets are
positioned according to the value of numerical attributes.
The plot is created with a FlowMenu command, and its axis
labels and ranges are added using Flow and Go onto the corresponding areas of the graph geometry. Attribute values
can be assigned to any sheet with Flow and Go by writing
an attribute-value pair and then using the Set Attribute menu
command to drag this value onto the sheet. The resulting
attribute-value pair is displayed in the upper left corner of
the sheet contents (figure 3). When a sheet with attribute
names corresponding to the axes is moved onto a scatterplot, it is incorporated and positioned according to the values. If the sheet is missing an axis attribute, a random value
within the range is assigned. As with lists, once a sheet has
been added to a scatterplot, it moves and scales with that
container, but can still be accessed (including marking on it
or moving it out) with the full set of operations available for
any sheet of its type.
4.4 Storage and logging

One of the key advantages of an electronic wall over a conventional physical wall is that material can be saved,
restored, viewed elsewhere, and searched electronically. We
provide two different forms of information capture:

4.3 Containers

•

In a stroke-oriented system for whiteboard-like use, structures can be inferred from stroke geometry [18, 19, 12, 22,
23]. For a wall-interaction metaphor with mixed materials,
we use automatically interpreted structure at the lower level
(e.g., inferring that a collection of strokes is a character
string), but use explicit structuring with “containers” for
higher level structures such as lists and graphs. A container
can be created via a FlowMenu command over a sheet or a
collection of selected sheets. The sheets are automatically
moved and aligned in accordance with the container type.
The simplest container is a list (see upper right of Figure 2),
in which items are left-aligned in a vertical column. Items
can be added to the list by dragging them into its area,
where they will be inserted at the point closest to the pen
location when they are dropped. Items can be moved out of
the list or to a different position in the list with the standard
move command since menu invocation over any element

•
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Logging. Each action on the wall is entered in a timestamped sequential log, along with contextual information that makes it possible to replay the sequence in forward or reverse. This log is the basis for an infinite undo
facility. Using the FlowMenu as a knob, the user can
undo actions one by one, and redo them back in the
same order, to previous state of the wall. The log can be
used later to restore the session to its state, except for
dynamic states of remote desktop connections. The
restored state includes the full history, so it is possible to
undo actions from the restored session and return to
intermediate state.
Visual snapshots. A snapshot of the entire screen can be
saved as a Microsoft Word file, using the MSOffice
drawing format, with text art fields for the interpreted
character strings. This file can be printed or viewed on a
workstation, and standard tools (e.g., cut and paste) can

In interaction style, our work is most similar to whiteboard
interfaces, which have emphasized informal interaction,
clean screens, and fluid interactions with stroke-based materials. Tivoli [28] was the first well-developed electronic
whiteboard system, and we have adopted its basic stroke
capture metaphor and concepts for containers (lists, etc.) as
loosely structured geometrical composites. Tivoli used
GUI-like controls outside the whiteboard area, multiple
screens for visibility management, and command gestures
recognized by shape. We have chosen not to duplicate those
aspects, and have added others related to materials on the
wall that are not based on hand-drawn marks.

be used to repurpose, rearrange, add, and modify items.
Currently this snapshot does not contain images from
3D models or VNC screens.
5. IMPLEMENTATION

To achieve arms-length viewing resolution (64 dpi) while
providing a large seamless space (6' by 3.5'), we constructed
a tiled back-projection display using twelve 1028x768 digital projectors with precision-aligned non-overlapping tiles.
Although some visual artifacts result from the tiling (see
Figure 2), the experience is that of a unified graphic space.
We anticipate that within a few years, displays of at least
this size and resolution will be available commercially.
Input is provided by a wireless Ebeam digital pen [4], modified to include a push button switch. This input device is relatively inexpensive, and could be replaced by any pentracking system with sufficient precision and area coverage.

Flatland [22, 23] extended the whiteboard to provide automatic grouping of strokes into “segments,” with affordances
for moving, merging and performing other manipulations
on segments as a unit and for giving them domain-specific
and application-specific behaviors. We have adopted Flatland's approach to segmentation for stroke data, extending it
to an environment that includes other kinds of materials
along with handwritten input.

The 9 megapixels graphics canvas is rendered as a single
OpenGL surface, using the WireGL protocol [9] and a distributed rendering API [10] that can take advantage of a
cluster of 32 Linux PCs connected with a 1GB/sec local network to render complex 3D models. This configuration was
available as part of research on high-resolution highthroughput graphics in our laboratory. We do not expect
configurations of this complexity to be generally available,
and our basic interaction principles were not designed to
require them. In fact our system was demonstrated running
on a single PC driving a SmartBoard [35].

The key difference from previous whiteboard systems is our
integration of multiple kinds of media onto the wall, which
is structured as a collection of independent overlapping rectangular translucent or opaque sheets rather than a single surface with marks. This integrates the common GUI
windowing metaphor, with its overlapping rectangles, and a
whiteboard metaphor, which provides a surface for strokes.
It captures the feel of a wall, on which overlapping information can be posted and moved around and hand-based drawing can easily be added. Unlike GUI windows, the sheets do
not carry elaborate action-affordance borders, since the
FlowMenu is used to manage them. We have not tried to
provide non-rectangular sheets or complex sheet management operations, as Kramer did for his translucent patches
[12], but have designed for simplicity of drawing and annotating.

The software is written in C++ on top of a toolkit we developed called MilleFeuille, which handles the basic graphics
operations, pen tracking, stroke marking, and the composition of behaviors on overlaid layers. We use the EventHeap
[5] to provide a uniform blackboard-like communication
structure for other devices, such as those used for scanning
or transferring images to the wall. An off-the-shelf handwriting recognizer [27] is used for text recognition, VNC
[32] is used to display GUI desktops from servers, and
QSplat [34], a resource-dependent renderer is used to display 3D models.

6.2 Visibility management

The predominant GUI metaphor achieves high visual capacity through the illusion of overlaid rectangular areas, which
can be easily moved and can be opened and closed, but in
which the material has a fixed size. Most digital whiteboard
interfaces stay close to the physical whiteboard metaphor by
having a fixed-size screen with no visibility management,
along with a mechanism for multiple screens, selected using
a thumbnail display. Flatland has independent segments, but
does not let them overlap or open and close. It manages
space with a scaling technique based on filling up the board.
As a segment is moved, other segments move out of the
way. Segments are automatically squashed as they bump
into the border of the board. Since we allow overlapping
sheets, we have not used Flatland's space management techniques for moving segments, and have generalized the automatic scaling mechanism to ZoomScapes.

6. RELATED WORK

This research builds on a number of areas of previous work
on wall and whiteboard display systems.
6.1 Wall-interaction metaphor

Large wall-based information spaces are common in noncomputer settings. Mixed mode approaches integrate paperbased materials with an information system, as in the
Insight Lab [14], which uses barcodes to associate paper
items with on-line information, Collaborage [20], which
uses camera capture of paper-based materials posted on a
wall and the The Designers’ Outpost [11] which track PostIt notes and their relationships on the screen. Although there
is great potential for bits-plus-atoms mixtures in future environments, our experiments have concentrated on new kinds
of interaction with fully electronic representations of information. There have been a number of large digital walls
developed for display without close-up interaction [6] and
interactive digital walls have been used for tasks such as
tape drawing [2], with specialized interaction techniques

We retain the whiteboard's overall spatial metaphor of a
fixed-size single surface (in our case a wall rather than a
whiteboard) with objects that can be individually scaled,
rather than presenting an unbounded virtual surface with
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zoom-based navigation, as in Pad++ [1]. Global zooming
can hinder the usability of the interface with a group, since
actions can disrupt viewing in areas away from the object of
interest, especially if semantic zoom techniques cause
objects change to their visible representation when a zoomscale change is made.

follows until the pen is lifted. This uniformity allows us to
avoid visual affordance handles (such as title bars or
Kramer's “pearls” [12]), to avoid the use of temporal modes,
and to have a simple conceptual model for what strokes do
(all non-meta-strokes interact directly with the contents, and
all meta-strokes initiate a FlowMenu).

Like the Perspective Wall [15], ZoomScapes leverage the
fact that users maintain contextual information at the
periphery of their work area or focus area. While most
Focus+Context techniques put an emphasis on controlling
the distortion, ZoomScape imposed a fixed distortion and
put an emphasis on an easy and safe manipulation of underlying pieces of information.

Text and Parameter entry: Small-screen pen-based systems
have devoted a good deal of effort to text entry. Techniques
include virtual keyboards, handwriting recognition, special
character recognition [7, 26], and continuous radial selection [29, 16]. Commercial whiteboard systems provide virtual keyboards and some form of handwriting recognition.
In order to introduce the mix of media for wall-interaction,
we needed to provide for pen-based character input. We initially provided only the character selection mechanism of
FlowMenu, based on QuikWriting [29]. User testing
showed that for short sequences (e.g, a few digits to specify
a scaling value) this was acceptable, but for anything longer,
the mechanism was cumbersome even for experienced
users. In addition, we wanted to provide character recognition on stroke-created content, in order to process the wall
contents for subsequent use, such as search. We incorporated a commercial handwriting recognition engine [27],
and developed the Flow and Go technique, as described in
section 3.1.

6.3 Command interaction

Interaction designs for small pen-based devices have
explored a number of ways to replace conventional keyboards and pointing devices. In addition to conventional
GUIs, they have incorporated radial menus [17], marking
menus [13], handwriting and gesture recognition [3] and
character entry pads [7, 26, 29, 16]. Pen interaction for large
displays has primarily been developed for whiteboard systems, and has focused on the use of gestures as part of
stroke interpretation.
Three aspects of command interaction need to be provided:
command activation, item manipulation, and the entry of
text and parameters. These are in addition to direct content
interactions such as drawing, rotating a model, interacting
with an application, etc.

6.4 Integration with other devices

The Interactive Mural is one part of a larger environment
that combines multiple devices into an integrated workspace, which includes several other large displays, special
devices such as the overhead scanner, and integrated software connecting laptops and PDAs [5]. Our goals in this
research focused on interaction with a single large display,
but it was done with an eye towards how that display participates in the larger environment of an interactive workspace. For example, a person using a laptop with a wireless
LAN connection can use a browser-based applet to dragand-drop an image onto the wall. This is one step towards
the kind of multi-device integration that has been explored
in a number of projects with techniques such as tangiblebased Pick and Drop [30, 37], PDA-based tool palettes [31,
21], and multi-modal pen and voice interaction [25].

Command activation: Whiteboard systems such as Tivoli
[28] use gestural marks for commands, along with GUI widgets on some areas of the board. Flatland provides radial
menus for command activation, augmented by the use of
gestural marks. Others allow the choice of commands to be
determined by the physical way in which the stroke is made,
such as choice of devices [35] and the posture of the gesturing hand [33]. We have chosen to provide a single uniform
mechanism. All commands are activated with the FlowMenu [8]. The absence of mnemonic gestures (e.g., X or
zigzag for erasing, caret for inserting) is made up for by the
uniformity of a simple and straightforward conceptual
model, which helps initial learning. As more practice is
gained, more and more complex menu-selections are
remembered as gesture.

7. DISCUSSION
7.1 User response

We have conducted a pilot user study with five groups of
designers from IDEO and Speck Design. Each team was
invited to perform a brainstorming session on a topic of
their choice (actual working sessions) and then were asked
to fill out questionnaires on specific features and general
user satisfaction. The system was also used during the early
design of the Chrysler Design Awards 2001.Designers have
reacted very positively to the wall-interaction metaphor.
The capability to easily scan paper documents and the use of
ZoomScape for visibility management were rated as the
most valuable features. Facilitators were eager to make use
of the digital access after sessions, avoiding the tedious process of recording what was on a wall before taking it down.
We do not yet have any longitudinal data on how the materials are used after capture. The ZoomScape feature was well

Item manipulation: In general, pens work well for selection

operations (individual and group), and for item motion.
Standard GUI techniques need to be adapted due to the lack
of modifier buttons and keys, and each system has solutions
to this problem, combining in some way the use of gestures,
widgets (such as handles) menus, and temporal modes. Our
solution is uniform, in that every operation is initiated with
a FlowMenu selection and applied only to the ongoing
stroke. A single selection, for example, is done by choosing
a “select” menu item and lifting the pen. A group selection
begins with a “select group” menu choice followed (in a
continuous motion) by a lasso path surrounding the items.
Items are moved by choosing a “move” item, at which point
the object under the menu becomes attached to the pen and
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received and initial user testing showed that it was used
without hesitation by almost all of our pilot groups. We
have yet to explore “landscapes” other than our simple top/
bottom division and to see how they can be used for different purposes.

accommodate operations such as the “scrolling” of materials within a sheet that provides a virtual portal onto a larger
visual field (as conventional windows do). We want to do
this in a way that does not violate the overall wall metaphor
or add visual clutter.

The greatest perceived problems resulted from difficulties
with the pen input device and performance issues such as
the long delay in getting an image from the camera. There is
also a general performance decay when the board begins to
have more than a hundred items. We were careful to design
all operations to give immediate feedback and to allow
multi-tasking, so delays do not block the user from going
on. Overall performance issues are different for our
OpenGL model (which actively redisplays the contents of
every sheet at screen-refresh rate) than they are for traditional pixel buffers and backing stores. The implementation
needs to take this into account as it is developed for larger
walls and longer sessions.

Fluid interaction is an elusive quality to measure, but our
observations and discussions show that we have made significant progress in that direction. There are no temporal
modes that require users to keep in mind what they are
doing beyond a single stroke. No dialog boxes are needed to
accomplish standard operations such as specifying an
attribute and its value. From our user studies, we have identified a number of details that can be improved, but overall
the facilitators were able to use the system while maintaining focus on the group and process. We can attribute this
both to the basic interaction techniques, such as FlowMenu
and ZoomScapes, and to a variety of design details that
were guided by the quest for fluidity.

We found that we had not provided users with sufficient
training time. Our goal was to build an interface that was
easily learnable but did not need to be self-revealing. We
planned an hour of instruction and practice for first-time
users (the facilitators of the brainstorming sessions). The
goal was to have all aspects of the board be memorable (or
self-revealing) after a short exposure. To a large degree this
succeeded, but some aspects, such as the use of containers,
were not remembered well enough to be used effectively in
a single session. In our next round of studies we will look at
mastery of the system over multiple sessions.

The use of handwritten character recognition for Flow and
Go commands has been effective even with the limitations
of character recognition accuracy. Although all text strokes
are given to the recognizer, accuracy is not critical except
for command parameters, which tend to be relatively short.
We currently use a standard English dictionary to guide the
recognizer, and are exploring ways to use specific context
(such as the list of available models, a file directory, or a
personal dictionary) to enhance its recognition for command
strings. In our current implementation, recognized text cannot be edited. Although the rewriting of short strings is generally as easy as modifying them with edit commands, there
is clearly a need to add an editing facility.

7.2 Interaction goals

We set out to meet three basic goals in our interaction: Integration of high resolution materials, clean screen, and fluid
interaction. All of these received high marks from our users,
and we feel that we have gone a long way towards meeting
them.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The wall-interaction metaphor brings together the advantages of the graphical user interface with those of whiteboards. It allows users to work with computer based
materials, including arbitrary applications and 3D models,
with the ease of informal writing, sketching, and space management. In implementing this metaphor we have:

High resolution was used in two key ways. First, it enabled
the incorporation of materials such as Web browsers (and
snapshots taken from them) with a visual quality closer to
that of physical pictures than to the typical large-pixel projection screen. Second, the sessions all made heavy use of
the ability to scale hand-drawn text and sketches to 1/4 size.
They retained full readability, allowing people to write and
draw at a large, physically comfortable size and then easily
reduce materials to an effective viewing size that gave a
large virtual screen space.

•

demonstrated the feasibility and appeal of interacting
directly with digital materials on large surfaces.
• developed and demonstrated the use of design criteria
that are suited to the use of these surfaces in group activities such as brainstorming
• introduced new interaction techniques that follow these
criteria and provide in a widely applicable way for a
number of interaction aspects including visibility management (ZoomScape), and command invocation with
parameters (Flow and Go). These techniques allow users
to achieve the effects of complex commands with simple
fluid interactions.
While this techniques were demonstrated here in the context
of the brainstorming tool on a large, high performance display wall, we believe that they address generic needs. With
little or no modification they can be applied to a wide variety of application domains and interactive surfaces like tablet computers and PDA.

The “clean” look we achieved was clearly appreciated by
our visually sophisticated user group. We were able to
almost completely avoid the use of “decorations” associated
with control. The one small exception was the background
areas of list containers: a vertical bar along the left side that
is in the list but not in any item. This enabled the user to
apply the full range of operations to the list as a whole, or to
any item within it. In a way, this is like having a background
(as the overall screen does), which has its own set of potential operations distinct from those of the items within it. As
we develop more kinds of containers we will explore this
question further. We may also need to modify the look to
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